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Q4 TRENDING COLORS
For Q4, we will see similar colors to Q3 -  but with variations in tone and shade. The 
color palette will still have rich and deep colors but with lighter pops to lighten up 
the winter months. Q4 is all about comfort mixed with style so expect warm fabrics 
with pops of neon.

Matching sets are still in! But we’re 
envisioning them in deep colors 
using the softest velver fabric. 
Elevate your sweatsuits with 
embroidery, colorful designs, or the 
perfect color combos. 

VELVET SETS
MOQ 600



TRENDS
UTILITY WEAR

JACKETS      VEST     PANTS
Q4 is all about pockets and we’ve got them. This season we are seeing the 
resurrection of utlity wear and we are here for it. We aren’t talking about the 
utlity wear from our youth either. The fabric, location of pockets, buttons and 
zippers are completely up to you. 120 day turn time from proof approval.

MOQ 1200



TRENDS
NOD TO THE 90S

In Your Face Apparel is your go to for professional bedazzeling. 
From top to bottom we can apply a rhinestone transfer to your 

project for a little extra razzle dazzle. 

If you were a 90s kid you’re going to love the return of 90s 
fashion, and no we aren’t talking about those awful low rise 
jeans. The vibrant patterns of our youth are back and our 
camp tees and bucket hats are perfect for this trend! 

MOQ 72

Dress up a simple outfit are add the finishing touches to any 
professional look with a custom blazer. Pick the fabric, art, 

and fit to get the right look for your brand.

BLAZERS

RHINESTONES

CUSTOM BLAZERS

MOQ 1200

MOQ 12

CAMP SHIRTS      BUCKETS

RHINESTONE TRANSFERS



FLEECE

JOGGERS

HOODIES & FULL ZIPS

 The possibilities are endless with our custom fleece. Pick 
your color, fabric, trims, toss in a little spice and slay. You 
design it and we create it. You can keep it simple or go 
bold.

This classic piece will be everywhere this fall and in a 
cold-weather-friendly fabric.  The fleece crew neck will keep you 

warm and stylish all year long and can be customized to your liking.

CREW NECKS

CUSTOM FLEECE HOODIE
Jog into fall with our customized fleece joggers. Go crazy with 
tie-dye or go simple for an every-day wear. Either way, they’ll 
keep you warm and be your most-worn piece in your closet.

MOQ 72

CUSTOM FLEECE HOODIES & FULL ZIPS
Rep your favorite team or brand in comfort with our custom fleece 
hoodies and full zips. With a front pocket and oversized fit, you’ll wear 
these hoodies day in and day out.

CUSTOM FLEECE JOGGERS

MOQ 72

MOQ 72


